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Dear Mr. Aldan: 

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on the proposed amendments to 
Article I1 (Legislative Branch) of the CNMI Constitution. Although the scope of the 
proposals include restructuring the composition of the Legislature, I will limit my 
comments to those changes which may directly affect the Legislative Bureau (LB), 
particularly with respect to changes in the legislative budget. 

The Legislature and Legislative Bureau presently are provided annual budgets of 
$2.8 and $0.8 million respectively, or a total of $3.6 million. The salaries ($39,300 PA, 
PL7-3 1) and benefits (estimated at 23% of the annual salary) of the Legislators are 
funded separately. An approximate annual figure for this expense is $1.3 million. 
All salaries, benefits and operational expenses of the Legislative Bureau are included 

-- -. . - . -. -. - in its $800,000 ceiling. Therefore the total overall annual budget for the Legislature 
is presently about $4.8 to $5 million, depending on the amount of individual benefits 
paid to the respective legislators. 

The proposed amendment would limit the legislative budget to 2% of the 
Commonwealth's annual revenue collections. Based on the actual collections for FY 
94, this amount would be 2% of $140 million, or $2.8 million, a reduction of 44%. If 
projected collections for N 95 keep up with the anticipated budget of $190 million, 
the Legislature would be provided with about $3.8 million, or a reduction of 25%. 

There is no mention of the Legislative Bureau in the amendments cited in the Notice 
of Public Hearing but there is a reference to professional staff. I am assuming that 
"professional staff' is where the present budget of the Legislative Bureau will apply, 
assuming the continued existence of the LB. 

Many variables appear to come into play when attempting to determine what the 
future budget of the Legislative Bureau may be, since the LB budget would be based 
on 1 / 2  of the remainder after taking out the legislators' salaries. How many 
legislators will there be? Will the salaries be fixed or adjusted at the pleasure of each 
legislature? 
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The following table summarizes the possible budgets of the LB based on the proposed 
amendment: 

F Y  Collected No. of Salary Total Salary LB Budget 
Amount Legislators and Benefits 
( $Million) (Est. @ 23%) 

Unless the proposed amendments are adopted by the Convention, presented to the 
people and ratified as one unit, the size of the Legislature and the legislative budget 
may be amended independently. 

Using the formula: 

LB Budget = (Legislative Budget - Legislators Salaries and Benefits)/Z 

as it is applied to the above table, it appears that the LB will be provided with a 
greater budget if the legislature is reduced to fewer members. This does not make 
sense, so either the changes in the legislative budget and composition must be 
approved concurrently, or the budget of the Legislative Bureau should be based on 
some other rationale. Either way, I believe the budgetary needs of the Legislative 
Bureau should be considered. 

Please refer to the attached spreadsheet (Exhibit 1) summarizing the expenditures of 
the Legislative Bureau (Finance account no. 1770) from Fiscal Year 1991 to date. The 
LB Personnel expenses have been projected for the entire FY 95, while operations 
report only the actual requested expenditures to date. The $49,437.56 for Supplies and 
Operations in FY 94 reflects approximately $30,000 in lapsed FY 94 salaries were 
expended in September 94 for supplies and operations to be utilized during FY 95 
(paper, office supplies etc.) This lapsed amount will not available for FY96 and may 
financially limit the LB's 1996 operations. 

The Legislative Bureau could ideally use a $2 million annual budget. This $2 million 
figure is derived by adjusting for inflation since 1988 and increasing the number of 
employees,(please refer to Exhibit 2, "Table 1, Consumer Price Index"; Exhibit 3, 
"Present LB Budget"; Exhibit 4, "Personnel Budget with increases..."; and Exhibit 5, 
"Personnel Budget based on CPI.. .Additional Positions" ) . 
The Legislative Bureau has not been afforded the opportunity to submit an annual 
budget reflecting the increases in personnel and operational expenses it has 
incurred since its constitutional budget was established. In order to accommodate 
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this restriction, 6 positions have been abolished since 1993. Some positions left 
vacant during a fiscal year were left purposefully unfilled so that the additional 
funding could be utilized for needed operations expenses. 

If the constitutional ceiling of $800,000 had been allowed to be adjusted based strictly 
on the accepted change in the CPI index, the Bueau would be abIe to utilize about $1 
million to meet the minimal needs of the legislature. However, in order to increase 
the professional services that should be available, additional positions need to be 
added. Presently job descriptions overlap because of the inability to hire the 
necessary professional or administrative staff to give full time attention to a 
particular task. Also, special attention to economic and budgetary matters needs to be 
provided by a full time qualified professional. Additional Positions are Listed in italics 
in Exhibit 5. 

Of course these proposed budgets are contingent upon the number of members and 
type of legislature that is provided, and the type of legislative bureau the legislature 
desires. It is my opinion that a more independent (politically immune), stable, and 
professionally staffed legislative bureau will provide the best services to the people 
of the Commonwealth. 

Again, thank you for allowing me the opportunity to present this testimony. I will be 
happy to discuss any details of this brief summary that you would like. 

GREGORIO B. SABLAN 
/ 

--Director, Legislative Bureau 












